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FM50 FLOW METER

ACCURATE AND COST EFFECTIVE 
GAS FLOW MEASUREMENT

Flow Meter / Totalizer

APPLICATION
Various agencies now require fuel measurement on
individual turbines and gas engines. The FM50 offers
a very simple to instal l  opt ion that can provide
instantaneous f low or total ized f low over a period of
hours, days or months. Instal lat ion and
commissioning is very fast and simple .  The FM50
provides a true Mass Flow Calculat ion which corrects
for temperature and pressure f luctuat ions. 

Data can be stored local ly or can be transmitted via:
CAN J-1939, Modbus, or via a 2.4 Ghz wireless
radio. CALIBRATION Each meter is careful ly
cal ibrated at the factory. Auto zeroing corrects for
pressure sensor dr i f t  each t ime the meter is powered
down. 

COMMUNICATIONS

Each meter is careful ly cal ibrated at the factory.
Auto zeroing corrects for pressure sensor dr i f t  each
t ime the meter is powered down. 

CALIBRATION

The Ventur i  used for f low measurement has been
careful ly designed to minimize pressure drop across
the device.

MINIMAL PRESSURE DROP
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Three di f ferent sensors are used to measure
the f low: 

1) A pressure transducer that measures the
absolute pressure upstream of the Ventur i  

2) A pressure transducer that measures the
dif ference in pressure between the throat and
upstream of the Ventur i  

3) A temperature sensor that measures the gas
temperature 

The FM50 uses accurate mass calculation
correct for temperature, and pressure
inconsistencies; designed for the engine,
the turbine range from 75 to 7457 kW. The
FM50 provides near-instant f low momentary
measurements and measurements either
averaged or totaled over a period of hours,
days or months. It  can correct temperature
and pressure inconsistencies resulting in an
accuracy of 3% of reading or 0.5% of full
scale, whichever is greater.

The scalable design of the FM50 remains the
same, no matter what engine or turbine it  is
installed on, and the unit is sized to match
the needs of a particular engine. CCC also
calibrates the meter, which automatically
adjusts to re-zero the transducers each time
the meter is powered down.

The FM50 comes with a heated backlit
display built .  Data can be stored locally on a
USB portable drive communicated via CAN
J-1939, Modbus, and Ethernet. The FM50 is
beneficial for the bi-fuel gas substitution
system.

EMISSIONS

The FM50 f low meter measures f low by
measuring the pressure drop across a Ventur i .
Typical ly,  Ventur i  is a tube with large openings
at both ends and a narrowing in the middle.
This narrowing is referred to as the throat.  The
gas passes through the Ventur i  and
accelerates whi le moving through the throat.
The gas moving faster causes pressure to
drop. This is known as the Bernoul l i  Effect.
Just l ike an airplane wing or a carburetor,  the
faster the gas moves, the more signif icant the
pressure drops.

 A Ventur i  f low measurement is simi lar to a
measurement with a sharp edge or i f ice with the
added advantage of a major i ty of the pressure
drop being recovered as the gas leave the
Ventur i .  The FM50 has up to a 90% pressure
recovery. This means that i f  the pressure drop
is 10psi at the throat of the Ventur i ,  the
pressure wi l l  raise back up to 9psi as the gas
leaves the Ventur i .  

THEORY OF OPERATION

The table below is provided to determine the
correct siz ing of the FM50 f low meter.  To
determine the correct dash number, select the
proper table, based on the gas pressure where
the meter wi l l  be located. Each table has the
pressure located at the top of the table. table.
On the r ight side of each table is a scale of the
horsepower of the engine being suppl ied by the
gas the FM50 wi l l  be measuring? This number
is based on an est imate of 9 scfm per 100
horsepower. 

Locate the proper horsepower on the r ight of
the appreciates chart ,  then fol low the l ine to
the lef t  unt i l  i t  intersects with one of the
colored l ines on the graph. Find the dash
number that corresponds with the colored l ine.
This is the conf igurat ion, or dash number, for
this appl icat ion.    

Example: A f low meter for a 1200-horsepower
engine running on a supply pressure of 50pso
would require a Dash‐3 conf igurat ion.  

CONFIRGURATION DATA
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LIST OF PARTS
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The fol lowing are l ist  of  parts,  system requirements, mechanical assembly,
wir ing, GSS and ECU communicat ion, software sett ings, GSS laptop
interface and etc. 

INSTALLATION 


